FUTURE FLYERS' SUMMER FUN

SUMMER CAMPS AT LEWIS
For links to different summer camps at Lewis this summer,
CLICK HERE

10 FACTS ABOUT AIRPLANES
Do you love airplanes? Click below for some surprising facts about these amazing transportation vehicles!
10 SURPRISING FACTS ABOUT AIRPLANES

LEWIS SPORTS WORD SEARCH
Can you find all of the words hidden in this puzzle? Here's a hint! They all have something to do with the sports played here at Lewis University!
WORD SEARCH PUZZLE
MAKE YOUR OWN LAVA LAMP
One of Lewis' own Chemistry professors put together this fun DIY lava lamp project for those who love to experiment!

DIY LAVA LAMP

ROAD TRIP ACTIVITIES
Is your family taking it on the road this summer? Take these American Family Insurance games along for the ride!

CAR BINGO
STATE LICENSE PLATE HUNT

LEWIS CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Think your future Flyer knows a lot about Lewis? Test their knowledge with this crossword puzzle full of Lewis fun facts!

LEWIS CROSSWORD PUZZLE & PUZZLE KEY

MENTAL HEALTH 101 FOR KIDS
Even though it's summer, your child's brain doesn't take a vacation. Consider sharing these tips from a Lewis Counseling Professor.

5 MENTAL HEALTH TIPS FOR KIDS
St. John Baptist de la Salle left his family's wealth behind and committed his life to serving God by providing education for poor boys. St. John Baptist de la Salle, pray for us.

St. John Baptist de la Salle Coloring Page

SUMMER READING
Check out this book list provided by the Co-Chair of Lewis' Education Department!
SUMMER READING SUGGESTIONS

VISIT A LOCAL MUSEUM
Check out these recommendations from the Director of the Wadsworth Gallery at Lewis, Natalie Swain!
LOCAL MUSEUMS FOR KIDS

101 IDEAS FOR SUMMER FUN
Use this list as inspiration and try to check off all of these activities this summer. You might just learn some stuff along the way!
101 FUN WAYS TO KEEP LEARNING
DIY CANDY RAINBOW
See what happens when you experiment with some of your favorite candy!

CANDY RAINBOW EXPERIMENT

KIDS' ALPHABET SUDOKU
Can you solve these puzzles? As they get easier, you can try harder ones! Once you start, you won't want to stop!

SUDOKU PUZZLES

HAPPY SUMMER!
FROM EVERYONE IN THE LEWIS UNIVERSITY ALUMNI OFFICE!